
Salesforce
reporting tools

EXPLAINED
How using the right insights and reporting tools can 
maximise ROI on your Salesforce investment and marketing activity.
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Introduction

If you’ve invested in Salesforce or are considering it,
you’ll want to ensure you get the maximum return
on on that investment. While Salesforce products
enable a business to create a single source of truth
when it comes to their customer data, the key is
being able to interpret and surface insights from
that data in order to make informed decisions that
will create positive impacts for your business. 

To do this you need to have the right reporting 
 tools in place to unlock visibility of your data. 

Here at Be Intelligent, we LOVE data. As self-
proclaimed data nerds, we get overly excited about
managing data, understanding data, structuring
data and extracting data. 

We realise however that not everyone gets quite as
excited about this topic as we do..

When it comes to ways of reporting on data within
the Salesforce ecosystem, there is no one size fits
all approach. 

If you’re asking yourself, "what happened to
Datorama?", if you're stuck on the difference
between Tableau and Tableau CRM, wondering
what reporting tools are available out-of-the-box,
or trying to wrap your head around  what a
business intelligence tool does, then this guide is
for you! 

As your resident data experts, we are here to help
shed some light on the different reporting and
analytics tools Salesforce offers, clear up any
confusion and ultimately help define which tools
you need in order to unlock the insights and
visibility your business requires.
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The back story

If you’re new to the Salesforce world, the key to
understanding the cloud-based company’s mega-growth is
in their acquisition strategy. 

Since the company’s inception in 1999, Salesforce has
acquired numerous technology companies and integrated
them with the platform, to provide its customers with far
more than your typical CRM would. A few of the well-known
acquisitions include ExactTarget (Marketing Cloud), Slack,
Datorama and Tableau. 

And with these numerous acquisitions comes a lot of new
names and confusion! So before we dive into the details of
each tool, let's clear up any name confusion. 
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Datorama or
Intelligence? 

Since its acquisition of Datorama in 2016,
Salesforce kept the name Datorama intact for a
number of years. However Salesforce have
recently renamed the product as Marketing
Cloud Intelligence. 

Datorama is still referenced in a number of
places, as are "Datorama Reports for Marketing
Cloud" or "Datorama Reports Advanced", which
are now named "Intelligence Reports for
Engagement" and  "Intelligence Reports for
Engagement Advanced". 

Both of these tools differ to the main Marketing
Cloud Intelligence tool. Instead of having their
own interface, both are accessed within the
Marketing Cloud UI. 

They also have less functionality compared to
Marketing Cloud Intelligence, such as the ability
to ingest and harmonise external data sources.

Old Name New Name

Datorama Marketing Cloud Intelligence

Datorama Reports
Intelligence Reports for

Engagement

Datorama Reports Advanced
Intelligence Reports for
Engagement Advanced
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Tableau or
Tableau CRM?

Tableau was acquired by Salesforce in 2019, and
for now the original name has remained intact.
The confusion faced here is around the similarly
named tool, "Tableau CRM". 

Prior to Salesforce’s acquisition of Tableau, the
native Salesforce business intelligence reporting
tool was called “Einstein Analytics” and this was a
competitor of Tableau at the time. After the
acquisition, Einstein Analytics was renamed as
Tableau CRM. 

In a nutshell Tableau CRM is the native Salesforce
intelligence tool, whereas Tableau is a standalone
application that can function outside of the
Salesforce ecosystem. 

If you’re wondering if a name change is on the
horizon for Tableau CRM, you’re spot on.
Salesforce has started the use of the new name
“Analytics Cloud™"  however Tableau CRM is still
heavily used in most places.
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Business & marketing
intelligence tools 

What are they and why are they important?

As digital experts ourselves, we understand the difficulty of
trying to stay on top of digital trends and new technologies!
It is sometimes a little exhausting. So if you’ve heard of
“business intelligence” or “marketing intelligence” tools but
are not so sure on what they are or do, let us get you up to
speed. 
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application software that
retrieves and analyses large

volumes of data from multiple
sources and transforms this

data into useful insights in
digestible formats such as

visualisations and
dashboards. 

 

By definition a business or marketing
intelligence tool is
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In a digital-first era where customers are
spending more time engaging with brands
through digital channels, coupled with tighter
data privacy regulations such as the deprecation
of third party cookies, reliable customer data
becomes increasingly important. 

The latest Salesforce Marketing Intelligence
Report revealed that “90% of marketers agree
that recent data privacy changes have
fundamentally changed how they measure
marketing performance”. A key change being
marketers turning to technology to measure and
analyse performance with “90% of marketers
planning to either increase or maintain
investments in marketing analytics”.

True data-driven marketing requires speed to
insight; however, currently “more than 7 in 10
marketers are evaluating their performance of
channels separately, rather than in one
centralised place”. This drastically inhibits a
marketer's ability to access real time insights and
make changes to their campaigns when it
matters most. 

Tools such as Marketing Cloud Intelligence are
crucial in equipping a marketer to analyse all of
their marketing data in a centralised place and
providing real-time actionable insights to
optimise marketing performance. 

Why are these
tools important?
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A closer look 
at the tools

Which tool does my business need?

Now that you're an expert on the names that Salesforce uses
and the tech lingo, let’s take a closer look at the differences
between the tools available and the use cases for each. The
tools you need will largely depend on who your users are
and what Salesforce platforms you are already using. 

For simplicity, we have grouped these into two categories,
tools for marketing data and tools for business data.
Depending on your business requirements it's very probable
that you’ll need a tool (or tools) from both categories. 
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The tools for
marketing data
If you’re a marketer, chances are you’ll need
either Marketing Cloud Intelligence, native

Marketing Cloud reporting tools, or a
combination of both.
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Email performance over time: lets you easily
see how effective an email has been at driving
results across multiple sends.
SMS message summary: contains activity
summaries for all keywords in an account,
including overall tracking information and
message content for each keyword.
Subscriber engagement: displays which
subscribers are most or least engaged with
emails.

All editions of Marketing Cloud include a catalog
of standard reports across Email, Mobile and
Push channels. The catalogue contains over 50
reports to choose from, however these are
generally limited to a single channel, and single
area of performance, such as: 

While this granular detail is useful to access
subscriber level data, it does not give us the
ability to analyse aggregated data. 

Marketing Cloud 
Reports
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Report Catalog available in all editions of Marketing Cloud.



The next more advanced version of reporting
available within Marketing Cloud itself are
Intelligence Reports for Marketing Cloud and
Intelligence Reports for Marketing Cloud
Advanced.

The standard Intelligence Reports are available in
all accounts with Pro edition or higher. These
reports contain intuitive built-in dashboards that
aggregate all of your Email, Mobile, Push and
Journey data - making it easy to analyse trends,
patterns and comparisons.

The advanced version, which is only available as
an add-on for Marketing Cloud Pro editions or
higher, contains more functionality and features
including the ability to create customised
dashboards and query granular data. 

Intelligence
Reports
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Cross-channel app reports available in Intelligence Reports
for Marketing Cloud Advanced.



Formerly known as Datorama, Marketing Cloud
Intelligence is an AI powered marketing
intelligence tool that brings all paid, owned and
earned marketing data together into a single,
centralised and customised view across all
channels and campaigns. 

That means that at a glance, businesses are able
to measure their marketing performance across
all digital and offline advertising, social media
channels, content marketing, email, website
analytics and any other part of the marketing mix
they are active in.

The majority of this data will be available in real
time which enables businesses to act in the
moment; optimising performance to improve
ROI, achieving greater impact in the market and
ultimately driving growth.

Marketing Cloud
Intelligence

We could talk about Marketing Cloud
Intelligence for days, if you missed our latest
webinar make sure you check it out to learn more
about what this powerful tool has to offer.
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Intelligence custom dashboard example.

https://www.be-intelligent.com/data


 
Marketing Cloud

Reports
Intelligence Reports
for Marketing Cloud

Intelligence Reports for
Marketing Cloud

Advanced

Marketing Cloud
Intelligence

Who is it for? Marketing Cloud users
Marketing Cloud

users
Marketing Cloud users

Marketing teams,
analysts and media

agencies

What data sources
 does it cover? Channel specific data

Email, Mobile, Push &
Journey data

Email, Mobile, Push &
Journey data

Social media, paid
search, programmatic
buys, ad campaigns,

eDMs, and web
analytics

What type of metrics 
does it provide?

Basic subscriber level
data

Aggregated channel
metrics

Aggregated channel
metrics

Visualise complex,
harmonised metrics

What is the user
experience?

Reports can be
scheduled and sent to

an email address

Access to built-in
dashboard (no
customisation)

Create customised
dashboards 

Interactive, customised
dashboards

Is historical data 
reporting available? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Marketing Tools Comparison
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Intelligence allows you to connect with the
world's largest marketing focused API library
to integrate your marketing data from almost
any source.

You might be wondering how Marketing Cloud
Intelligence compares to similar tools used by
marketers such as Google Data Studio. 

At an initial glance the functionality of these tools
may seem equivalent, as Google Data Studio
allows you to report on multiple sources of data,
in easy to read, customisable dashboards.
However, Intelligence includes key benefits over
Google Data Studio, let's take a look at the most
significant: 

Intelligence vs.
Google Data Studio

Harness the power of AI with Einstein Bots
within Intelligence to analyse your data and
be notified of insights that will affect your
KPIs, so you can make campaign optimisation
in real time.

Building dashboards and visualisations is a
breeze in Intelligence. The platform is
extremely user-friendly and provides more
than 50+ built-in customisable widgets. 

The platform can grow with your business.
Unlike Google Data Studio, there is no data
storage limitation as you can buy more data
space to scale your Intelligence setup.
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The tools for
business data

In a different neck of the woods lie the tools
for Salesforce users, sales managers or

business analysts.
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Your Salesforce org will undoubtedly hold a
wealth of knowledge, but the key to being able to
act on this knowledge is to make the insights
easily accessible for those who need it.

Enter, Salesforce Reports and Dashboards, which
help you to access the data your org holds and
display this in a way that is easy to understand
through the creation of real time reports and
dashboards. 

Salesforce Reports are easy to set up using the
drag and drop report builder, and enable your
business to act on real-time data. 

A Dashboard is made up of components
including charts, tables and metrics, bringing
your raw data to life, helping users to identify
trends and measure impact. 

While this functionality is incredibly useful to
analyse Salesforce data, some businesses will
require more functionality than what this native
tool can offer. 

Salesforce Reports
and Dashboards
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Salesforce Dashboard and components. 



Tableau CRM bridges analytics with your
business processes to uncover actionable insights
throughout your entire sales and revenue cycle.
Salesforce data can be combined with external
data sources to provide deeper insights, and to
help forecast and manage sales pipeline and
opportunities.

If you’re exporting data from Salesforce and
aggregating this with external data, Tableau CRM
could help you avoid pulling data from multiple
platforms and instead setting up Salesforce to be
your single source of truth. 

Data can be ingested from a number of external
sources, once it is cleaned, transformed and
unified, dataflows and recipes can be set up to
generate datasets, forming the basis of custom
dashboards.

Similar to Marketing Cloud Intelligence, Tableau 

CRM leverages AI-powered analytics and data
models native to Salesforce to easily explore and
make predictive analysis and insights on your
business data.  

Tableau CRM enables you to take immediate
action and seamlessly collaborate on insights via
Salesforce Chatter and Slack, embed dashboards
directly within your Salesforce org, external web
pages or third-party apps.

Tableau CRM
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Custom dashboard built in Tableau CRM.



Think of Tableau as Tableau CRM's big brother,
while Tableau CRM can connect a handful of
different data sources to data within Salesforce,
Tableau can connect almost any data from any
source. Tableau is also a standalone product, i.e. it
is accessed outside of Salesforce, rather than
embedded into the UI and can be used without
having licences to other Salesforce products.

The main way to tell whether you need Tableau
or Tableau CRM is based on your users. If the
majority of your users are already in Salesforce,
Tableau CRM will more than likely meet your
business needs. Whereas if your business has a
number of both Salesforce and non-Salesforce
users needing access to the aggregated data,
and you need to use it across multiple functions
of your business then Tableau is a better fit for
you.

Tableau
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Create predictive machine learning models with Tableau
Business Science.

Tableau Accelerators - ready to use dashboards available
across a number of departments.



 Salesforce Reports Tableau CRM Tableau

Who is it for? Salesforce users
Users are mostly already in

Salesforce
Data scientists and business

analysts

What data sources
does it cover?

Salesforce data only
Salesforce and external data

sources
Wide variety of data sources

and servers

What type of
metrics does it

provide?
Basic metrics Complex visualisations Complex visualisations

What is the user
experience?

Real-time reports and
dashboards within Salesforce

Interactive dashboards and
data discovery on any device

Interactive dashboards and data
discovery on any device

Is historical data
reporting available?

Year over year historical
analysis and data trends

Year over year historical
analysis and data trends

Year over year historical analysis
and data trends

Business Tools Comparison
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Tableau can access a wider variety of data
sources and servers compared to Power BI,
better equipping a business with a full view of
their business data.

Power BI is limited to Microsoft users only and
cannot be accessed by Mac. 

Tableau and Power BI are both powerful business
intelligence tools, for data analysis and
visualisation enabling businesses to extract
meaningful insights of aggregated business data. 

Both are often regarded as some of the best
business intelligence tools on the market, and
while we might be biased, here’s why we prefer
Tableau: 

Tableau vs. 
Power BI

Tableau has better performance and
capabilities when handling a large volume of
data. The platform uses a columnar based
data structure, making it possible to efficiently
retrieve billions of rows of data at speed.

Tableau offers the ability for you to represent
data in creative ways via their extensive library
of visualisation features and options - from
basic bar charts and pie charts to more
sophisticated visualisations such as
histograms, bullet charts, motion charts and
Gantt charts.
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Choosing the 
right tool for 
your business

Top tips from our data and insights guru on
selecting the best tool for your business
requirements.
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Tip One: Define
your requirements

The first tip is to put together a shopping list of what you
want in a reporting platform. It’s an obvious but important
step.

There are so many different options in the market so
defining your requirements upfront will help you to set
some boundaries and make your life a lot easier down the
track when selecting a platform.

Three important considerations are your users, data sources
and budget. 
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Understanding your users 

Who are your users? 

What job functions are they
performing? 

What skill level do they have?
 
What kind of reporting and
insights do they need to help
them with their work?

What are some of the pain
points and challenges your
users or audiences are
experiencing?
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Determine your data sources 

What kind of data are you
analysing? Where is that data
coming from?

Who has access to the data?
Does the marketing team
have access or an external,
such as a media agency?

How much data do you need
to be able to access from the
reports? What is the look back
window? 

The further back you need to
view the data, the more data
storage space you’ll need in a
reporting platform.
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Tip Two: Do your research

When it comes to evaluating the various tools, these
are some of the essential things you should consider:

An important but sometimes overlooked aspect. If
you have a lot of data sources to integrate or
require a large look back window for reporting,
consider the data storage limit of the tool.

Consider how your users access the reports and
dashboards, and does this meet your security
requirements? Is it behind a login, can it be shared
via a public link, or does it offer both options?

EASE OF USE

STORAGE CAPACITY

SCALABILITY

SECURITY

FLEXIBILITY

VALUE
Consider whether the platform can easily scale as
your business grows or as marketing activities
expand. 

The reporting platform should offer you complete
flexibility to modify it. This can be from a
harmonisation and unifying data point-of-view, or
dashboard build perspective. 

The cost of these various tools can differ greatly.
While some of the more advanced platforms may
be a bit more expensive, it’s a good idea to
consider their long-term value.

Usability is key to saving time. Some of the more
sophisticated platforms such as Tableau may
require more technical know-how, however other
platforms such as Datorama are specifically
designed for marketers.
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Tip Three: Talk to
the experts

If you found this a little overwhelming and are still unsure on
what tools are best for your business, our team is here to
help. Part of our process is ensuring we understand your
business and where you’re trying to go, so that we can
recommend the products and tools best suited to your
businesses current and future needs.  

We have some serious experts in our team when it comes to
data and often businesses require the assistance of a
consultant to help consolidate various data sources and
harmonise these into useful insights. 

At Be Intelligent we want to ensure that you get maximum
return on your Salesforce investment, and a key part in
achieving that is making your data work harder for you, so
that you can spend more time making impactful changes,
and less time wrangling, managing and analysing multiple
data sources. 
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Contact
Be Intelligent Ltd

info@beintelligent.nz
0800 664 668

beintelligent.nz
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Appendix
About Be Intelligent
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About Be Intelligent

Be Intelligent is a trusted Salesforce Partner
specialising in multi-cloud solutions that keep
businesses ahead of the curve by driving
efficiencies, effectiveness and results.

One of the few true multi-cloud partners in the
region with extensive implementation and
support experience across both public and
private sector engagements, we provide strategic
thinking, data migration/integration support,
implementation services and managed service
support across a range of Salesforce platforms
including: Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, CPQ and
Field Service.

We are experts in designing marketing
automation and CX strategies that complement

and extend your existing marketing mix, 
 allowing you to truly harness the power of your
data to make things more streamlined for your
customers and increase ROI. We are also adept at
implementing Interaction Studio and C360 to
deliver real time personalisation and state of the
art segmentation to drive real time results.

With a highly qualified team, and a proven track
record of results with over 65 projects delivered
and a zero failure record, you can be assured that
we will connect the dots and build a robust
pathway for your digital transformation by
ensuring your users and customers are at the
heart of everything we do.

Learn more at be-intelligent.com
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